“Do not cross out even the bravest ideas.”
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Magdalena Ignaczak and Jacek Kunca
founded JM Studio Architektoniczne in
1992. JM Studio designs architecture,
interiors, and landscapes, and Ignaczak
and Kunca believe that the architectural
concept of a building or interior is only
the beginning. Precise finishing is equally
important. Therefore, the team undertakes
and supervises all of its projects down to
the smallest detail. JM Studio also tries
to implement its projects as a general
contractor or substitute investor.
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The office is the headquarters of Intop, a civil engineering firm. The
building consists of three overlapping cuboids with different heights

AREA---10,549 square feet

and materials. The façade materials—Corten steel, concrete, steel, and

(980 square meters)

gabions—tie back the architectural theme to civil engineering, being civil
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engineering materials. They don’t require maintenance and will build up
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patina with age. Large glass surfaces make the building look lighter, as
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well as connect the architecture with the internal space, so that the view
of the interior becomes part of the exterior, and the view of the outside
world becomes part of the interior.
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The building appears to have two fronts due to the plot size, location and
land-use plan. A more formal front is viewed from the direction of the
main street, which meets the gabion façade, while the actual entrance is
through the small backyard. The building is visible from all sides and each
façade is, therefore, different and distinctive. The northern façade has two
large glass bay windows and an industrial-style external metal staircase.
The southern façade has a longitudinal window with Corten crosses to
diffuse sunlight and obstruct the view of a neighboring building. The west
façade is a 32.8-feet-tall (10-meter-tall) monumental wall of gabions
filled with granite aggregate that looks attractive in daylight, as well as
at night when illuminated. The eastern façade is the most tranquil and
distinguished, housing the entrance, which is accessed via a steel bridge.
Each floor has a different function and a different design, although
they speak the same architectural language: ribbed concrete ceilings,
concrete floors and walls, and glass walls and doors. Almost all
furniture and details are designed individually and constitute an integral
part of the interior.
The large external and internal glass surfaces bring ample daylight inside;
artificial lighting is needed only after working hours. Overlapping space
creates a feeling of togetherness and facilitates communication, while
ensuring the quietness necessary for work. All technical systems are
hidden, enabling the concrete structure to be exposed inside the building.
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How do you resolve the unfavorable aspects of site conditions?
Sometimes, the more limitations, the more interesting the
final effect. Limitations stimulate, increase creativeness,
and force us to think how we can transform shortcomings
into advantages. The limitations in the Intop project—
local regulations, an unattractive neighborhood, a noisy
road, and the client’s expectations of a representative
headquarters—contributed to a very individual, placespecific effect.
How do you put forward solutions comprehensively and objectively
without any prejudgments?
You must have a clear head all the time; be open to different
changes and not be stuck to one concept. First comes a
functional analysis taking into account external limitations.
Then, in the result of hard work and next approximations,
a building’s solid crystallizes. For Intop, we had to include
additional distant perspectives from which the building would
be visible. A unique starting point was the idea to use Corten
steel, gabions, and concrete both outside and inside.
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How do you perceive the abstract architectural space?
A design process requires time, but first, it is important to
determine how users will function in the created space;
how the building will be perceived by employees and guests;
what emotions the space will evoke; how it will influence
the company image; and what customers will think before
entering the CEO’s office, and so on.
How do you coordinate the relationship between function, space, style,
and circulation?
The architectural design of Intop Office was created
simultaneously with the interior design and together,
they form an inseparable whole and interact with each
other. Thanks to that, the interior becomes a part of the
architecture and the façades become a part of the interior.
At a certain stage, even the architectural design was
stopped in order to fine-tune the interior design.
How do your plans and ideas contribute in deriving a design?
At each stage of the design and construction of Intop Office,
we had control over the whole. The building was designed
by us in its entirety from the concept, working model,
architectural design, and interior design, to the finest details.

Sections
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How do you try to understand your clients’ intentions?
Understanding the real intentions of our clients is always a
challenge. The client’s expectations are often contradictory.
Sometimes, a client cannot express clearly their expectations
and we have to rely on our intuition. An architect’s role is to
creatively process the client’s expectations.
How do you incorporate your client’s proposals into your design
schemes?
The cooperation between an architect and a client in the
design process is necessary. Good listening skills are also
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important. An architect is a guide, but it is not them who is the
most important. It is not an architect who will use a designed
building. It is essential to write down the client’s guidelines
and expectations, which are always the basis for designing.
Our target is to design and build the best possible building.

How do you make evaluations and judgments on your own schemes?
We have to set a high bar, not be afraid of brave ideas,
and persistently look for technical solutions for them
according to the principle that we are limited only by our
own imagination and our client’s budget. The best design is
always the next one.

How do you stay curious in complex and disordered situations?
You have to look for your own way. The more difficult, the
better. On one hand, you have to avoid being trapped in
making the work easier with trivial solutions. On the other
hand, you also have to avoid unnecessary flamboyance and
fashionable trends that will shortly become outdated.

When designing, not all of an architect’s ideas can always be fully
realized. Could you share on how to handle such a situation?
Do not cross out even the bravest ideas. Sooner or later, there
will be favorable circumstances to make them come true—
such as a more open and conscious investor or a larger
budget. You certainly should not be discouraged. An architect’s
traits should be perseverance, patience, and consistency.

When you worked on this project, how did you strive to maintain your
original idea from beginning to end?
Sometimes, by focusing too strong and too long on solving
one design problem, you can lose the needed perspective.
It is good to have a break then and take some distance. It
goes a long way at times to step back a little. Sometimes,
it is also good to work on two projects that are in different
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design stages at the same time. Unfortunately, there are
regulations in Poland and an architect loses control over
his work after receiving a building permit; plus, designing
architecture together with the interior is rare. Very often,
the interior is designed separately by another who may
have no place in architecture. With the Intop Office project,
thanks to our hard struggle, we managed to have control
and influence on the realization of both. And thanks to this,
the building is 100 percent compatible with the design.
How do you make a comprehensive judgment on a design’s progress
and optimize the process?
Although an architect is, in a way, a visionary and likes to
build castles in the air, they must also be down-to-earth and
keep deadlines, and ensure compliance with regulations,
the targeted program, and the clients’ expectations. It is
all about balancing and looking for a perfect balance. The
design of Intop Office was not easy. We were under pressure
all the time because the investor did not understand that
a well-thought-out design with many individual solutions
requires more time. This generated many conflicts and
difficulties. As we participated in the realization of this

First-floor plan
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Second-floor plan

Third-floor plan

building, many elements were also designed and corrected
during construction and furnishing.
How do you identify critical problems and seek solutions?
You have to be fully concentrated all the time. You must not
fall into routine, but control everything almost obsessively.
Sometimes a final design is very different from the original
concept. It is necessary then to check that changes did not
go too far. The final decision depends on the investor.
What role does teamwork play in identifying problems that may have
been overlooked?
Theoretically, teamwork should make project control
and management easier. In practice, a main designer is
responsible for taking complex care of the project and the
details. Almost every associate who is engaged in some part
of the project instinctively wants to take a shortcut because
they look only at their job.
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In the Intop Office project, only our control, constant
supervision of the whole, and treating different parts of the
project comprehensively and not as detached fragments gave
the intended effect.
How do you respond to unexpected problems that occur during the
design process?
An architect must control the entire project, balance
contradictory interests, and sometimes fight for their
rights in order not to lose control over the project. It is not
easy, but it is a necessity in order to satisfy both the client
and architect.
The architect must be almost like Leonardo da Vinci and have
interdisciplinary theoretical and practical knowledge—by
being artist, engineer, craftsman, psychologist, negotiator, and
estimator, and in each of these distant areas, they must be
able to move efficiently and develop themselves all the time.
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